Which one do you prefer, Yao Ming or Jeremy Lin?

Comparing Jeremy with Yao Ming, I like Jeremy better because of his determination to be a national basketball team player in the US.

Before Lin’s huge success in basketball matches, he had faced countless hardships and had repeatedly been undrafted by different basketball teams. However, he was not discouraged and did not give up his talents for playing basketball. Instead, he has been hardworking and respectful to his teammates, and finally got off the bench in an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Yao Ming was also the toast of the town but his path to success was smoother than Lin’s comparatively. Yao Ming has already been famous when playing for Chinese Basketball Association. Along his way to entering NBA, he was helped and accompanied with different trainers and managers. In contrast, Jeremy Lin’s road to an NBA player was harder and with less help from the others.

On balance, both Yao Ming and Jeremy are great players. I prefer Jeremy in view of his persevering and worth-imitating personality.
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